The cosmetic range by Intimu © is the result of a 100%
corsican production made with aromatic plants.
Hand picked, distilled, then processed following an ancestral
recipe to reveal their deepest nature.

Organic essential oils with a high grade of purity & quality,
made with passion and patience, on the height of Erbalunga,
just near the Castel Brando.
B
Our collaboration with Intimu © comes from a common
philosophy to highlight the local natural richness.

Our beauty therapist will choose the most suitable combination of essential oils and massage techniques
to suit your needs and ensure you get the most out of corsican plants. You will have the choice between :
The Serena oil (with myrtle and small grains of clementine tree) to release body tensions.
The Amaredda oil (arnica, essential oil of immortelle, pine larch, and noble bay laurel) to prepare
for physical effort or ease the recuperation.

The oil of immortelle, repairing and nourishing, allied to the soothing properties of the aloe vera will
sublimate your tan while rehydrating your skin.

This targeted care includes an exfoliating scrub, a body wrap and a clay mask which will rehydrate or
revitalise your back and release the tensions.

Prepare your skin for the sun with a rosemary exfoliating scrub.

For the ladies, this body scrub with black soap will take place inside the hammam and it will be perfect for
your skin.

Let yourselves be wrapped with the sweet moisturizing virtues of the body milk by Intimu©.

Be seduced by the corsican plants with these personalized facial treatments really adapted to your
skin type :

Detoxify your skin with the virtues of rosemary

This treatment consists of a 45 minutes facial skin care followed by a 45 minutes massage, for a sweet
moment of relaxation.

Combine the benefit of a rosemary body scrub with the delicacy of a relaxing body massage.

This treatment is composed of a body scrub, a body wrap and a massage to completely revitalize
your body.

Lower leg wax
Thigh wax
Full leg wax

HAND BEAUTY TREATMENT

Underarms or Bikini Line

PEDICURE

Arms or Brazilian Bikini
Full Brazilian
Lips or Eyebrows

Foot scrub and massage

Beauty treatments are available ideally on morning
by reservation.

Manicure with scrub and massage.

SUPPLEMENT NAIL POLISH

Located near the pool of our Orangeraie villa, our fitness room is equipped with cardio and fitness
machines and it is entirely at your disposal.

Enjoy a two consecutive hours access to our relaxation area with :
- a dry waterbed massage Hydrojet,
- a steam-bath,
- a sauna,
- a jacuzzi.

©

Extend the benefit of the care by Intimu with a full range of
100% natural cosmetics including floral water as well as
specific serums and cleanser, all made in Corsica.

Order your products online : www.intimu.fr

MASSAGES ARE TREATMENTS OF WELL-BEING, THEY ARE NOT THERAPEUTICS.

